BOOKS OF HOURS
1. EARLY ENGLISH BOOK OF HOURS BY AN IMPORTANT BRUGES ARTIST WITH

REMARKABLE CONTINUOUS OWNERSHIP RECORDED THROUGH THE PROTESTANT
REFORMATION
The Bybbesworth Hours (Use of Sarum)
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Southern Netherlands, Bruges, c. 1405-1415
12 miniatures by the Master of the Beaufort Saints and associates

This manuscript is remarkable not only as an early example of a Book of Hours made in Bruges for the English market,
illuminated by the Master of the Beaufort Saints and associates, but for its notable provenance. The softly modeled figures
are rendered with subtle plasticity of pre-Eyckian realism and are typically set against decorative backgrounds. Through
signatures and additions to the calendar we can trace its history over nearly two centuries in prominent families in England, sometimes women, sometimes men, members of Parliament, some of whom were also close to the royal family. The
manuscript thus witnesses the strength of English Catholicism through the years, and in the very circles of, the Protestant
Reformation.

BOH 170 • $150,000

2. LOVELY BOOK OF HOURS BY A ONE OF THE MOST SKILLFUL PAINTERS OF HIS GENERATION
Book of Hours (Use of Paris)
In Latin and French, illuminated manuscript on parchment
France, Paris, c. 1460-1470
15 large miniatures and 6 historiated initials by an artist in the circle of the Coëtivy Master

This is an undoubtedly Parisian Book of Hours, and it is attributed to an artist in the circle of the Coëtivy Master, deemed
“the most important artist practicing in Paris in the third quarter of the century.” The inclusion of French prayers (or poems)
and historiated initials for the virgin Saints Genevieve and Avia before the Hours of the Virgin and the richness of the borders hint that it could have been made to order as a commission. The borders are richly decorated with sprays and knots of
acanthus and abundant flowers, fruits, and birds, with clusters of strawberries throughout.

BOH 168 • $100,000

3. PAINTED IN SOFT SHADES OF SEMI-GRISAILLES FROM THE WORKSHOP OF THE “PRINCE
OF ILLUMINATION”

Book of Hours (Use of Cambrai)
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
France, Valenciennes, c. 1475-1480
1 large and 14 small miniatures by the Workshop of Simon Marmion
The “prince of illumination” Simon Marmion was responsible for this Book of Hours. This beautiful manuscript is remarkable for its delicate painting executed in soft, pastel tones, known as “semigrisaille,” a technique Marmion perfected. A
wealthy monastery, St.-Jean-Baptiste of Valenciennes, commissioned the book, and the foundation also owned panel paintings (now destroyed) by the famous artist. Born in Amiens, Marmion moved in 1458 to the more flourishing town of Valenciennes then in the County of Hainaut to take advantage of the patronage of the affluent Dukes of Burgundy who controlled the town. The Dukes also actively sponsored art in local religious foundations.

BOH 14 • $85,000

4. REMARKABLE

EXAMPLE OF A PERFECTLY PRESERVED PARISIAN RENAISSANCE BOOK
WITH BINDING, CLASPS, AND PICTURES ALL INTACT
Book of Hours (Use of Rome)
In Latin and French, illuminated manuscript, on parchment
France, Paris, c. 1500
14 large miniatures and 23 small miniatures from the workshop of Jean Coene IV (=Master of the Paris Entries)

Few Books of Hours survive in their original bindings, because they were well-handled, sometimes worn out, and often
customized by successive owners. In its unrepaired blind-stamped leather binding with original clasps (and remnants
of purple velvet chemise), this manuscript is therefore exceptional. Wide margins, rich coloring, and beautiful script
all signal a luxury production painted by an artist, the Master of the Paris Entries, who worked on commission for figures in the court circle.

BOH 160 • $145,000

5. INCUNABULA PRINTED BOOK OF HOURS UNUSUAL FOR ITS EARLY MONASTIC PROVENANCE AND ITS PANELS FROM A BINDING DATED 1557

Book of Hours (Use of Rome)
In Latin and French, printed on parchment
Paris, Thielman Kerver for Guillaume Eustace, 14 November [1497/1498], binding dated 1557
20 large metalcuts, 51 small metalcuts, and many borders after designs by the Master of the Très Petites Heures of
Anne of Brittany (Jean d’Ypres(?), active Paris, c. 1480-1510)
This Book of Hours on parchment is the among the very first examples printed by Thielman Kerver for Guillaume Eustace. The unrecorded and unidentified initials “S.M.A.” appear in the borders below eight of the large metalcuts.
Around fifty years after it was printed it belonged to the Augustinian abbey of Saint Gertrude in Leuven. A significant
piece of bookbinding history, the covers conserve two leather panels with the initials, arms, and motto of abbot
Philippe de Hosdin (fl. 1553-1569), later conserved in Paris by Léon Gruel and published by him in 1887.

BOH 151 • $35,000

6. CLASSIC UNCOLORED PRINTED BOOK OF HOURS BY AN IMPORTANT EARLY PRINTER

Printed Book of Hours (Use of Rome)
In Latin and French, printed on parchment
Paris, Simon Vostre [c. 1515; with an earlier tipped-in almanac of 1507-1527]
21 large metalcuts, 28 small metalcuts and hundreds of border metalcuts, after designs by the Master of the Très
Petites Heures of Anne of Brittany, Jean Pichore, and an anonymous Master working in the style of Dürer

Printed Books of Hours were a mainstay of the Paris book trade in the decades before and after 1500. Choosing from
among the more than 2,000 editions can be bewildering. This edition is by one of the earliest and most important of
Parisian printers, Simon Vostre, whose shop was on the street leading to the Cathedral of Notre Dame. Ensuring his
success, he used woodcuts based on designs by two of the leading illuminators of the period, the Master of the Très
Petites Heures of Anne of Brittany and Jean Pichore. Parisian printers often promoted new border sequences found in
their editions; included here are those from the biblical books of Judith and Tobit.

BOH 75 • $25,000

7. SPLENDID EXAMPLE OF A PRINTED BOOK IMITATING A MANUSCRIPT

Printed Book of Hours (Use of Rome)
In Latin and French, illuminated imprint on parchment
France, Paris, c. 1526 [almanac 1526-1541]
17 large, 10 small and 16 medallions after designs by Jean Pichore, likely hand-colored in the Parisian workshop of
Germain Hardouyn
Germain Hardouyn and his brother Gilles registered as “illuminators” as well as printers, which was uncommon in the
book trade. As such, printed Books of Hours like this one from their shop are often exceptionally well painted, resembling illuminated manuscripts. Another illuminator-painter, Jean Pichore, thought of as the most successful illuminator
and printer in Paris around 1500, designed the woodcuts for this imprint. This copy survives as a splendid example of
the printed book that deliberately imitates a manuscript.

BOH 60 • $55,000

8. PRINT AND CHANGING TASTE ON THE THRESHOLD OF MODERN FRANCE

Printed Book of Hours (use of Rome)
In Latin and French, printed on paper
Paris, Thielmann Kerver, 1556 (almanac for 1556-1563) 18 large woodcuts and 1 small woodcut
Printing made it easy to duplicate images and pass them down to successive generations. This attractive Horae, printed
more than a century after Gutenberg, offers a fascinating glimpse of commerce in the print industry and the evolution of
artistic taste. Thielman Kerver the Younger inherited his famous father’s material. He also bought the designs (or woodblocks) from the printer Geoffroy Tory, favored by the royal court. This edition combines old-style Paris taste of the
elder Kerver with Tory’s innovative Italo-Flemish designs, influenced by major French Renaissance painter-illuminators
such as Noël Bellemare and Godefroy le Batave

BOH 68 • $32,000

ILLUSTRATED MANUSCRIPTS
9. ASTONISHING AND BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED EARLY GOTHIC CHRONICLE SCROLL

PETRUS PICTAVIENSIS [PETER OF POITIERS], Compendium historiae in genealogia Christi (A Compendium
of History in the Genealogy of Christ)
In Latin, illuminated scroll on parchment
England (perhaps Oxford?), c. 1230-1250
Five diagrams, five circular miniatures, one rectangular miniature
This is an astonishing and beautiful illustrated early gothic chronicle scroll. The format is astonishingly new: this is a
roll, not like the scrolls of the ancient world to be read horizontally (such as the Jewish Torah), but vertically, in which
the whole of history since Creation tumbles downwards like a waterfall. This became the model of all subsequent genealogies, even today. The pictures are of the highest quality, graphic and dramatic. It is no surprise that it was previously exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Thirteenth-century art made in England is now almost unobtainable, and it if this had come from a British collection it would almost certainly have been unexportable: it has however
been in America since 1959, and it has an international passport.

$ 450,000

10. ST.

JEROME’S LETTERS FROM THE LIBRARY OF BERNARDO BEMBO (14331519)
SAINT JEROME, Epistolae (Letters)
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Italy, Florence, c. 1430-1440

Humanist scholars admired Jerome, and the present manuscript offers an unusually fine example, in immaculate fresh
condition, of Jerome’s Letters from the Florentine Renaissance. The classicizing script, elegant painted putti, and white
-vine decoration reveal a conscious imitation of antiquity. Boasting an illustrious provenance, this manuscript probably
once belonged to the library of Bernardo Bembo (1433-1519), Venetian nobleman, important humanist, and envoy to
the court of Lorenzo de’ Medici, and it includes marginal notes and maniculae thought to be by his own hand.

$200,000

11. A CUSTOMIZED PROCESSIONAL BY THE MASTER OF GIRARD ACARIE
Processional (Dominican use)
In Latin and French, illuminated manuscript on parchment with musical notation
France (Rouen), c. 1520-1530; c. 1525-1550; 1674
12 historiated initials and 2 full-page illuminated borders, circle of the Master of Girard Acarie

Processionals include the texts and chants necessary for liturgical processions. Each person within a religious order
(friars, monks, or nuns) had his or her own Processional, usually rather small books. Perhaps the most famous group of
illuminated Processionals are those from Poissy, a royal foundation of Dominican nuns. This Processional, somewhat
larger, and more grandly illuminated than many surviving examples, was made for the Dominican nuns of St. Matthew’s
of Rouen, also a royal foundation. Extensive revisions make this a multi-layered artifact that will repay further study. It
seems likely that it was made by professional scribes and artists in Rouen. Not long after it was acquired (c. 15251550), it was customized, most likely by the nuns themselves.
$85,000

12. EXTENSIVELY

AUTOGRAPHED AND ILLUMINATED PRESENTATION BOOKLETS GIVEN TO HEINRICH CONRIED, A PROMINENT PLAYER IN THE NEW
YORK MUSIC WORLD
Presentation booklets for HEINRICH CONRIED, one by AMES AND ROLLINSON, designers and illuminators
In German and English, illuminated manuscripts on paper and parchment
New York City, 1898 and 1908
These extensively autographed and illuminated presentation booklets were given to Heinrich Conried (1855-1909),
prominent in the New York music world. The first in 1898 signals his twenty-five years as Director of the Germania
Theatre in New York, the second in 1908 his retirement as Director of the Metropolitan Opera. The second volume
includes illuminations of Parsifal’s grail and Salome’s veil to celebrate two productions that distinguished his career.
Both were performed for the first time in New York under Conried’s leadership, and Salome, cancelled after its opening, was not performed again until 1934.

$3,500

TEXT MANUSCRIPTS
13. UNEDITED AND UNSTUDIED ITALIAN VERSION OF A POPULAR CHRONICLE
Cronica degli pontifici e degli imperatori, an Italian translation and continuation of MARTINUS POLONUS
[MARTIN OF TROPPAU or MARTINUS OPPAVIENSIS], Chronicon Pontificum et Imperatorum
In Italian, decorated manuscript on paper and parchment.
Northeastern Italy, Veneto, Vicenza, dated 1472

A newly unearthed take on a wildly popular medieval chronicle, this unedited, unstudied, and possibly unique Italian
expansion of the Chronicon of Martinus Polonus is one of only nine known manuscripts preserving Italian translations
of the Chronicon. It stands apart from the others in its Venetian focus and its greater chronological breadth, charting
the rise and early decline of the Venetian Republic. Dated and signed by one of its scribes, perhaps the translator/
author himself, the manuscript has since belonged to important collectors, notably Sir Thomas Phillipps.

TM 117 • $35,000

14. COMMENTARY ON THE MOST IMPORTANT THEOLOGY TEXTBOOK OF THE
MIDDLE AGES

Commentary on PETER LOMBARD's First Book of the Sentences, related to PAULUS VENETUS, Super primum

sententiarum Johannis de Ripa Lecturae Abbreviatio

In Latin, decorated manuscript on paper and parchment
Northern Italy, 1479 (?)
This is an important manuscript, one that opens up complex textual issues warranting further study. The manuscript presents an abbreviated version of the lengthy commentary on the Sentences of Peter the Lombard by the fourteenth century
Franciscan theologian, Johannes de Ripa. In fact, our text corresponds most closely with the version of Ripa by Paul of
Venice, written shortly before 1402 at Padua and known in a single manuscript, which was the basis of the modern edition.

TM 339 • $27,500

15. UNIQUE TEXT COMPILED FROM TWO PRINTED EDITIONS

[MARCUS TULLIUS CICERO], De officiis libri III cum interpretatione Petri Marsi [De officiis libri III with commentary by PIETRO MARSO]
In Latin, decorated manuscript on parchment
France, likely Paris?, certainly after 1471-72, likely between 1481-1491
This manuscript was copied in the circle of the eminent humanists who founded the Sorbonne Press in Paris, Jean
Heynlin and Guillaume Fichet. It is based on two editions of Cicero’s De officiis, one printed in Paris in 1471-1472 by the
Sorbonne Press, the other printed first in Venice in 1481, of the first edition of Pietro Marso’s influential commentary.
The humanist scribe (Heynlin?) of the present manuscript was clearly a careful reader of both imprints, and it seems
likely that this codex was a preparatory manuscript for another edition of Cicero by the Sorbonne Press.

TM 411 • $110,000

16. TEXT COPIED FROM A PRINTED EXEMPLAR IN A DELUXE MANUSCRIPT

[ANONYMOUS], Les sept fruits de la tribulation; and [ANONYMOUS], Miroir d’or de l’ame pecheresse, French
translation of JACOBUS DE GRUYTRODE (or JACOBUS DE JÜTERBORG), Speculum aureum animae pec-

catricis

In French, illuminated manuscript on parchment
France, after 1482, c. 1490

Elegant manuscript containing two works of spiritual and moral edification in French translation. The first text is known
in only five extant manuscript and is still unedited. There is neither a modern critical edition of the second text, nor a
complete census of the existing manuscripts; the copy here was apparently made from an incunable edition of c. 1490.
This manuscript begins with a remarkable added full-page illuminated frontispiece with the coat of arms and motto of
Louis de Grolée (fl. late fifteenth-early sixteenth century), the abbot of Bonnevaux and Saint-Pierre de Vienne. Louis
was the proud owner of exceptional books including volumes once owned by King Louis IX and Jean, Duc de Berry; the
story of how he acquired these manuscripts, and his practice of personalizing them with illuminated heraldic compositions, is waiting to be told.

TM 466 • $98,000

17. MASTERPIECE OF CALLIGRAPHY BY THE FIRST POSTMASTER-GENERAL OF
SWEDEN

Eygentlicher Bericht vom Ursprung der Strittigkeiten in Religionssachen zwischen den evangelischen Kirchen;
RATRAMNUS OF CORBIE, De corpore et sanguine Domini (in German translation); CHRISTOPH
REICHELDT, Calendarium biblicum perpetuum; et alia.
In German, manuscript on parchment
Stockholm, Sweden, dated 1636-37

This manuscript unites four copies of printed, though rare, Protestant texts: a devotional work on the Eucharist with a
Prayerbook, a historical work on the origins of the confessional conflict accompanied by Martin Luther’s sermon for
Good Friday 1522, a German translation of a Eucharistic treatise by the Carolingian theologian Ratramnus of Corbie,
and a guide to reading the Bible during the calendar year. The scribe, Andre Wecheln, was a German in Swedish royal
service during the Thirty Years’s War and the first Postmaster-General of Sweden.

TM 514 • $18,000

18. LUXURIOUS BREVIARY WITH FIVE ILLUMINATED PAGES
Breviary (Use of Rome)
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Northern Italy (Verona?), dated 1456

A luxurious volume, carefully written, with attractive penwork initials and five illuminated pages, including two full borders. It includes very few signs of daily use, and was certainly made for a person of wealth, perhaps the patron of a
Franciscan monastery. Dated, this Breviary can be localized to Northeastern Italy, probably Verona. It includes an unidentified coat-of-arms, which when identified should help complete the story of its origin.

TM 517 • $58,000

19. MEDIEVAL BESTSELLERS STILL ACCESSIBLE TO TODAY’S STUDENTS

EKBERT OF SCHÖNAU, Stimulus amoris; THOMAS A KEMPIS, Imitatio Christi; PS.-AUGUSTINE
[PATRICK OF DUBLIN?], De triplici habitaculo
In Latin, decorated manuscript on parchment
Southern France (?), c. 1440-1480
The Imitation of Christ’s call to follow the life of Christ as told in the Gospels may explain why it is still widely read today; hundreds of surviving manuscript copies witness its popularity during the later Middle Ages. Here it is accompanied by two texts that reflect other sides of medieval religious life – the extreme devotion to the Passion and the
Cross of Ekbert of Schönau’s Stimulus amoris, and speculation on heaven, hell, and earth, found in De triplici habitaculo. This manuscript evidences the dissemination of the spirituality of the Modern Devotion into Southern France.

TM 597 • $28,000

20. LOW GERMAN TRANSLATION OF FAMOUS JOURNEY TO THE HOLY LAND

Miscellany including THOMAS A KEMPIS, Imitatio Christi, book one; MARCUS OF REGENSBURG, Visio
Tnugdali; H[ENRICUS] SALTERIENSIS, Tractatus de Purgatorio de Sancti Patricii; IOHANNES GOBI, Historia de spiritu Guidonis; Historia Udonis Magdeburgensis episcopi; PS-BEDE, De meditatione passionis Christi;
BONAVENTURE, Lignum vitae; LUDOLF VON SUDHEIM, Reise ins heilige Land; Visio Philiberti; PSANSELM, Dialogus beatae Mariae et Anselmi de passione domini (Latin and Dutch versions); and other texts
In Latin, Low German, and Dutch, decorated manuscript on paper
Netherlands (Southeastern?) or Western Germany, c. 1460-1480
Ludolf of Sudheim’s Journey to the Holy Land (the only copy of the Low German translation in private hands, and one of
only nine identified copies), and an extensive Meditation on the Life of Christ in Low German (possibly unique)
would be important in any context; here their interest is increased by their inclusion in a carefully thought-out Miscellany that reflects the spirituality of the Modern Devotion and includes the Imitation of Christ, five visionary texts describing journeys to Heaven and Hell (one copied twice), and six texts on the Passion of Christ.

TM 625 • $120,000

21. DELUXE COPY ILLUMINATED BY AN IMPORTANT VENETIAN ARTIST

THOMAS AQUINAS, Sententia libri Ethicorum, or Liber super ethicorum aristotelis [Commentary on the Ethics
of Aristotle]
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Northeastern Italy (Venice), c. 1470
This is a deluxe, carefully written, large-format manuscript illuminated by Leonardo Bellini, the most important Venetian illuminator c. 1460-80, or a close associate. It survives in pristine condition, with broad margins, clean pages, clear
and bright illuminated initials and elegant penwork decoration at almost every opening. Although the text survives in
125 manuscripts (some fragments), the Schoenberg Database lists no sales since the early nineteenth century, and
there may be no copies in North American libraries.

TM 629 • $225,000

22. POPULAR LEGAL CONCORDANCE OWNED BY THE NUNS OF SAN ZACCARIA
IN VENICE

MARTINUS POLONUS [MARTIN OF TROPPAU or MARTINUS OPPAVIENSIS], Margarita Decreti et Decretalium; added lists of tituli from Decretales of Gregory IX, and works within the Corpus iuris civilis; list of sermons preached in 1459
In Latin, manuscript on parchment and paper
Italy, c. 1425-1450; and before 1459
This popular legal concordance is important as an early example of the use of alphabetization in a finding aid. Although
it circulated widely in manuscript and print, there are only two recorded copies in the United States, and it is very rare
on the market (only two sales in the Schoenberg Database); there is still no modern critical edition. Of particular note
are the added texts, including, unusually, civil law indices and a remarkable record of the sermons preached in Venice
in 1459 by an early owner, and its binding that includes traces from a Hebrew manuscript.

TM 642 • $32,000

23. CULT OF JEROME IN THE RENAISSANCE

PSEUDO-EUSEBIUS OF CREMONA, Epistola de morte Hieronymi; PSEUDO-AUGUSTINUS, Epistola ad
Cyrillum de magnificentiis Hieronymi; PSEUDO-CYRILLUS [Cyril of Jerusalem], Epistola de miraculis
Hieronymi; PSEUDO-EUSEBIUS OF CREMONA, Vita Sancti Hieronymi; HIERONYMUS, Vita sancti Pauli
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Northern Italy, c. 1440-70
The manuscript is a vivid witness to the importance of St. Jerome in fifteenth-century Italy and includes the foundational texts for his cult. These texts were widely disseminated in both Latin and in vernacular translations and influenced the work of numerous writers and visual artists. Skillful script, handsome pen initials, and classic humanist white
vine initials adorn the text, which begins with an historiated initial depicting an ascetic St. Jerome meditating before
the Crucifixion.

TM 656 • $58,000.00

24. ANNOTATED DURING THE AUTHOR’S LIFETIME

ANTONIUS VERCELLENSIS (DA VERCELLI), Quadragesimale de Aeternis Fructibus Spiritus Sancti
[Sermons 41 to 61] [Quadragesimal Sermons, i.e. Sermons for Lent]
In Latin with a few notes in Italian, decorated manuscript on parchment and paper
Northern Italy, Milan (?), c. 1460-1475
Amply annotated by contemporary hands and transcribed during the author’s lifetime, this collection of Quadragesimal
sermons (24 of the 61 known sermons) is by the understudied Italian preacher Antonius da Vercelli (d. 1483) of the
Observant Franciscan movement. His sermons boast a strong didactic and catechetical character; they are enhanced by
a plethora of exempla as well as plentiful quotes from scriptural, patristic, and lay authors. Known in only three manuscripts, only one of them complete, and unpublished, the collection merits a critical edition.

TM 683 • $45,000.00

25. A TEXT FOR THE FRENCH AND BURGUNDIAN COURTS

JACQUES LEGRAND (JACOBUS MAGNI), Le livre de bonnes meurs [The Book of Good Manners]
In French, manuscript on paper
France (Burgundy), or Switzerland (Basel?), c. 1450
This manuscript represents the opportunity of acquiring a copy of the Livre de bonnes meurs by the French humanist Jacques
Legrand. This text was a bestseller in its day, circulating among the ruling elite at the French and Burgundian courts in
luxurious, illuminated copies. Its text is of interest, since it appears to contain the first version of the text, written six
years before the final edition dedicated to Duke Jean de Berry. It lacks illumination but is copied in a very elegant calligraphic bookhand that echoes the script of many of the luxury copies.

TM 722 • $35,000.00

26. THIRTEENTH-CENTURY MANUSCRIPT PRESREVED IN A RARE FIFTEENTHCENTURY CHAINED BINDING

CONRADUS DE SAXONIA [CONRAD HOLTNICKER OF SAXONY], Sermones de sanctis et de communi
sanctorum and Speculum Beatae Virginis Mariae [Mirror of the Blessed Virgin Mary]; with Sermons by
ALDOBRANDINUS DE CAVALCANTIBUS, ANTONIUS AZARO OF PARMA, MARTINUS POLONUS
and unidentified authors
In Latin, decorated manuscript on parchment
Austria (Vienna?) or Southern Germany, c. 1275-1300
This collection of some of the most important works by the early Franciscan writer, Conrad of Saxony, was copied not
long after their composition. In spite of its wide circulation, there are only four copies of the Speculum beatae Mariae virginis
recorded in the United States and it is rare on the market (only one copy recorded as sold in the last century). It survives in a handsome fifteenth-century binding in a remarkably fine state of preservation, including a chain attached to its
lower board attesting to its use in a late medieval chained reference library.

TM 767 • $125,000.00

27. SCROLL DEPICTING THE MYSTICAL TEACHINGS OF THE KABBALAH
MEIR HA-KOHEN POPPERS, attributed to, Ilan ha-gadol [The Great Tree]
In Hebrew, vertical scroll on parchment with diagrams and tables
East-Central Europe, late 17th century–early 18th century

This is a fine example of a kabbalistic scroll, known as an ilan (pl. ilanot) for its tree-like diagrams, nearly fourteen feet
long. There are several versions of this ilan, which is attributed to important Lurianic kabbalist Rabbi Meir ben Judah
Poppers. Text and drawings vary in the several dozen surviving examples. The version found in this scroll, earlier than
the printed version and different from it in a number of striking details, is known in only two or three similar manuscripts

TM 773 • $75,000.00

28. ILLUMINATED GERMAN PSALTER FOR LAY USE

Psalter
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Southern Germany (diocese of Constance or Augsburg), c. 1240-1260
Almost certainly copied for lay use, this German illuminated Psalter includes historiated initials depicting both Saint
Francis and Saint Dominic, canonized only decades before the manuscript was produced. Artistically, it is related to
important illuminated south German Psalters now in Liverpool and Schaffhausen. It is still bound in an early binding
(with some restoration), and there are numerous signs of use throughout, including evidence that it was used to teach
children to read. Unusual and intriguing damage to the initials of Francis and Dominic warrants closer attention.

TM 789 • $150,000.00

29. UNEDITED (MOSTLY UNPRINTED) TEXTS ON CHURCH GOVERNANCE IN
SPAIN

Synodal Constitutions of PEDRO LÓPEZ DE LUNA (with provincial constitutions), LOPE FERNÁNDEZ DE
LUNA, GARCÍA FERNÁNDEZ DE HEREDIA, BELTRÁN DE CORNIDELLA, PEDRO PÉREZ
CALVILLO, and FERNANDO PÉREZ CALVILLO; ALFONSO V OF ARAGON, Letters; Canons of the
Council of Tortosa
In Latin, decorated manuscript on paper
Spain, province of Zaragoza, diocese of Tarazona, c. 1425-1450
This substantial collection of unedited (and, in most cases, unprinted) constitutions and canons that regulated the diocese of Tarazona over more than a century was perhaps copied to consolidate and replace archival records destroyed when the Cathedral was
burned in 1358. It was well-used and heavily annotated in the fifteenth century. Both the contents, and these annotations, provide
important evidence related to the ecclesiastical policies of fourteenth- and early fifteenth-century province of Zaragoza and the realities of clerical conduct during that period.

TM 799 • $65,000.00

30. LARGE-FORMAT DOMINICAN MISCELLANY OF TEXTS BY MEDIEVAL AUTHORS
Miscellany, including WILLIAM PERALDUS, Summa de virtutibus [Summa of the virtues] and Summa de vitiis
[Summa of the vices]; LOTARIO DEI SEGNI (POPE INNOCENT III), De miseria humanae conditionis [On
the Misery of the Human Condition]; excerpt from PETER COMESTOR, Historia scholastica; excerpt from
ROBERT HOLCOT, Moralitates; excerpt from RAYMOND OF PEÑAFORT, Summa de poenitentia;
JACOBUS OF LAUSANNE and JACOBUS CAPOCCI OF VITERBO, Commentaries on the Libri Quattuor
Sententiarum [Four Books of Sentences] of Peter Lombard; two Pauline Epistles with prefaces; unidentified
texts including sermons
In Latin, manuscript on paper
Eastern France, Southwestern Germany, or Switzerland (Upper Rhine), c. 1400-1440

Although most of the texts in this miscellany are not in themselves rare (excepting the two commentaries on Peter
Lombard’s Sentences), the collection itself is interesting, for it includes an intriguing combination of works of central concern to the Dominican Order. Its large size, atypical of Dominican miscellanies, points to an origin in a Dominican
house of studies, for use by friars in both university and pastoral contexts. William of Peraldus’s popular treatise on the
Virtues and Vices, forming the core of the manuscript, still lacks a modern critical edition.

TM 839 • $27,000.00

31. RARE POCKET BIBLE FROM SPAIN

Vulgate Bible
In Latin, decorated manuscript on parchment
Spain, Kingdom of Castile (Seville?), c. 1240-1260
This is a rare example of a thirteenth-century portable Bible copied in Spain; its distinctive pen decoration links it to other
Bibles made in Castile, and the medieval binding is probably Spanish. Small Bibles were copied in great numbers in the
thirteenth century in France (in particular in Paris), England, and Italy. Spanish Bibles of this type still await full scholarly
study, but they are significantly less common. Likely made for Franciscan use, it was later used by Dominican friars. Several writers added marginal notes, including one who was interested in comparing the text to the Hebrew.

TM 844 • $140,000.00

32. INTERESTING PHYSICAL ARTIFACT WITH TEXTS IN TWO LANGUAGES

PS.-AUGUSTINE, Sermones ad fratres in eremo (Sermons to the Brothers in the Desert); BONAVENTURE,
Soliloquium de quatuor mentalibus exercitiis (Soliloquium on the Four Spiritual Exercises); [ANONYMOUS],
Pianti e le lamentatione della nostra dona (The Tears and Lamentations of Our Lady), in Italian; PS.-BERNARD
of CLAIRVAUX, De contemplatione (On Contemplation); [ANONYMOUS], De religio (On Religion)
In Latin and Italian, decorated manuscript on parchment
Italy (Northern?), c. 1400-1430
This small-format miscellany contains texts to nourish the religious life, both practically and spiritually. The Sermons to the
Brothers in the Desert (attributed to Augustine, but composed many centuries after his death), and the Soliloquy by St. Bonaventure were medieval bestsellers. The Italian text on the sorrows of the Virgin Mary in contrast appears to be uncommon. This is an excellent manuscript for teaching, both for its interest as physical artifact (for its parchment, signatures,
catchwords, and maniculae), and as a macaronic collection illustrating the religious sensibilities of its era.

TM 849 • $40,000.00

33. PRAYER BOOK FOR THE USE OF A GUILD, PROMISING A REWARD FOR ITS RETURN

Wine Tappers’s Prayer Book
In Dutch, decorated manuscript on paper
East central Low Countries, c. 1550-1565
A well-thumbed collection of prayers and readings in Dutch (many of them unique) for lay use, this Prayer Book offers us a
glimpse of the religious practices of members of a medieval guild of wine tappers. In addition to its interest as a book directly linked to a medieval guild, the mixture of private devotional prayers and liturgical prayers here, including prayers to
be said during Mass, all in the vernacular, is intriguing. A delightful inscription in the front of the book promises a reward
(“one good drink penny”) to anyone who should find and return the manuscript to its owner.

TM 852 • $18,000.00

34. UNEDITED TEXT, SIGNED, DATED, AND IN ITS ORIGINAL BINDING
BERNARD DE PARENTIS, Tractatus de officio missae (Treatise on the Office of the Mass)
In Latin, decorated manuscript on paper
Southeastern France (Annecy), dated 1447

The liturgical duties and anxieties of medieval priests find clear expression in this popular but unedited treatise on the
Mass. Preserved in a handsome contemporary binding and signed and dated by the scribe, this is an excellent example of
an owner-produced book of the late Middle Ages. A priest copied this text for his own use, with a table of contents and
careful foliation enabling quick reference to different parts of the text. Customized verses, likely chosen by the priest, add
to the book’s interest.

TM 853 • $33,000.00

35. MONASTIC RULE FOR NUNS IN A GERMAN COMMENTARY

PS.-HUGH OF ST VICTOR, Commentary on the Augustinian Rule; Vitaspatrum, excerpts
In German, manuscript on parchment
North-West Germany, c.1400-1450
Commentaries taught monks and nuns how to interpret the laconic text of the Augustinian Rule. This is amongst the earliest textual witnesses to the “Rooklooster” translation of one of the most influential commentaries, and one of only five—
and the earliest—systematically adapted for a female readership. Signed by its scribe, it still preserves its original limp
binding, suitable for a working volume intended for regular use by the nuns to guide them in their religious lives. It belonged to the Beguines of Kamp, and possibly to Johann Michael von Loën (1694-1776), the great-uncle to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.

TM 855 • $48,000.00

36. INTIMATE VOLUME OF COURTLY LOVE POETRY MANY IN THE FEMALE VOICE
Rondeaux by JEAN MAROT, JEAN D’AUTON, PIERRE GRINGORE, OCTOVIEN DE SAINT-GELAIS,
JEAN PICART, and MARTIN DE HOUSSE
In French, illuminated manuscript on parchment
France (Paris?), c. 1500-1515(?)

This small and intimate volume of courtly love poetry was almost certainly made for a member of the French royal court in
the time of King Louis XII and Anne of Brittany. It brings together the work of several well-known Renaissance poets, one
of whom may have supervised its production. Two poems in the collection are unpublished and unrecorded. Each page is
written in handsome, calligraphic script and shines with initials in gold and vivid color. Collections such as this are not
common (only three similar manuscripts have sold in the last century).

TM 860 • $65,000.00

37. ASHKENAZIC COPY OF GENESIS FROM THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY
[Bible] Genesis
In Hebrew, manuscript on parchment
Northern France or Germany, c. 1250-1300

Written on exceptionally smooth parchment in a convenient, portable format, this beautifully executed copy of the biblical book of Genesis is also remarkable for its gothic Hebrew calligraphy and several unique features of the text. Furthermore, its thirteenth-century origins place it among a group of the earliest medieval Ashkenazic Bible codices to have
come down to us.

TM 865 • $140,000.00

38. A

RARE SURVIVAL AND ONE OF THE MOST COMPLETE COPIES OF THE
PSALMS FROM THE CAIRO GENIZA, WRITTEN BEFORE 1300
[Bible] Psalms
In Hebrew, manuscript on parchment
Spain, 12th-13th centuries

A very early copy of the psalms originating in Spain, this manuscript made its way eastward, and may have ultimately been
deposited in the Cairo Genizah. It is a rare survival and one of the most complete copies of the psalms from that famous
treasure trove of medieval Hebrew texts. There are no more than about thirty extant Sephardic books of psalms (most
part of complete Hebrew Bibles) written before 1300, almost all in public collections in Europe (one each recorded in
Israel and the United States); they are very rare on the market (none have sold at auction since 1980).

TM 867 • $95,000.00

39. UNEDITED

DOMINICAN SERMONS POSSIBLY REFLECTING AUTHORIAL

CHANGES

NICHOLAS OF GORRAN, Sermones de Tempore et de Quadragesima [Sermons for the Temporale and for
Lent], sermons excerpted from the Sermones de Sanctis [Sermons for the Feasts of Saints]
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Northern France (Paris?), c. 1275-1300
A very early collection of the still unedited sermons of the influential Dominican preacher and royal advisor Nicholas
of Gorran, this manuscript is an extremely important witness, having been copied during the author’s lifetime, possibly
even with his supervision. Changes to this volume early on may reveal Nicholas’s intentions as he shaped these sermons at the Dominican convent of Saint-Jacques in Paris. Handsomely decorated, with a charming illuminated initial
depicting the author receiving Christ’s blessing, this was quite possibly made for a recipient of some importance.

TM 868 • $95,000.00

40. EXCEPTIONALLY EARLY GLOSSED JOB FROM ITALY
[Latin Vulgate with commentary] Job with the Glossa Ordinaria
In Latin, decorated manuscript on parchment
Northern Italy, c. 1125-40

This manuscript from the Cistercian Abbey of Chiaravalle della Colomba is one of the earliest witnesses to the book of
Job with the Ordinary Gloss – particularly important as evidence of the circulation of that text in Italy very soon after
it was written. The script used in the margins for the glosses is remarkable - microscopically minute but with no loss of
legibility. This is a small, light volume, tall and rather narrow, suitable for private reading, in the cloister, or at the roadside, of the great biblical text promising comfort and constancy in time of trouble.

TM 877 • $175,000.00

41. PORTABLE

FRANCISCAN MANUSCRIPT SURVIVING IN ITS ORIGINAL
“WALLET” BINDING

[MISCELLANY] including ANTONINUS FLORENTINUS (ANTONIO PIEROZZI), Confessionale defecerunt (Confessional); excerpt from IOHANNES DE LEGNANO, De censura ecclesiastica (On Ecclesiastical
Censure); IOHANNES DE DEO, Decretum abbreviatum (Summary of Gratian’s Decretum); IOHANNES CAPISTRANUS, Constitutiones (Constitutions of 1433, chapter 11); PSEUDO-AUGUSTINUS, Sermones ad fratres
in eremo commorantes (Sermons to the Brothers in the Desert); biblical chapter lists; Grammatical Primer, and
other texts
Remarkable portable Franciscan manuscript surviving virtually untouched in its “wallet” binding. Suitable for an itinerant mendicant, the Miscellany includes a confessional, a commentary on the Rule, sections of the Constitutions of the
Franciscans, a grammar, some sermons, and much else. The manuscript’s small format, medieval binding, and physical
complexity with texts both on paper and reused parchment lend special interest to it as a material object.

TM 890 • $42,000.00

42. POCKET BIBLE FROM ENGLAND WITH ADDED TEXTS AND MARGINALIA
Latin Vulgate
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
England, c. 1260-1275

Small portable Bibles containing the complete Old and New Testaments were one of the greatest achievements of thirteenth-century book production. This English example was copied by numerous scribes and decorated in a number of
styles. The ten handsome illuminated initials decorate the Minor Prophets, an unusual choice. Textual evidence links it
to both the Dominicans and Franciscans. Notable here are the numerous additions that show how this was used, including the contemporary table of introits and Mass lections, and numerous marginal notes from the thirteenth to the
fifteenth centuries.

TM 892 • $150,000.00

43. A NUN’S PERSONAL PRAYER BOOK

Prayer Book including Andächtiges Myrrhenbüschlein (Devout Bundle of Myrrh) and prayers by JOHANNES
VON INDERSDORF and JOHANN VON NEUMARKT
In German, manuscript on paper
Swabia, Germany, c. 1520-c. 1550
This small volume is the personal Prayer Book of an individual nun, a member of a convent in eastern Swabia and
shows evidence of intensive reading by the nun at prayer. The prayers, one large sequence of which focuses on preparation for eucharistic reception, are accompanied by an extensive narrative of Christ’s Passion (The Devout Bundle of
Myrrh) that awaits scholarly investigation (known in only six other manuscripts).

TM 893 • $28,000.00

44. BEAUTIFULLY ILLUMINATED AND ONCE OWNED BY JEAN II BUDÉ
HAIMO OF AUXERRE, Expositio in epistolas Pauli
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
France, Paris, c. 1460-1480 (before 1481) and c. 1500

Still in need of a revised critical edition, this manuscript contains a copy of the most notable of the exegetical commentaries by Haimo of Auxerre, a key figure of the Carolingian Renaissance. Beautifully illuminated, the manuscript
boasts an illustrious provenance having belonged to or even originally been commissioned by Jean II Budé, father to
the famous humanist-bibliophile Guillaume Budé. The miniature added at a slightly later date (some 20 or 30 years
after) must have been painted in Troyes, where the Budé family had strong ties.

TM 908 • $125,000.00

45. RARE LITURGICAL VOLUME FROM BORDEAUX
Mass Lectionary with Readings from the Epistles (Epistolarium)
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Southwestern France (Bordeaux), c. 1375-1400

Newly identified, this is the missing volume of a two-volume Mass Lectionary made in Bordeaux in the later fourteenth
century (Bordeaux, Bib. mun., MS 998). The attractive Gothic script – each majuscule embellished and filled with pale
yellow – pen initials of great refinement and delicacy, and relatively early velvet binding, all point to a commission of
some importance. Liturgical manuscripts copied for use in Bordeaux are not common, and this represents a new and
significant historical source for the history of Southwestern France in the late Middle Ages.

TM 930 • $55,000.00

46. ONLY KNOWN COPY IN PRIVATE HANDS OF THE DUTCH TRANSLATION OF
THE MIRROR FOR PRINCES, LA SOMME LE ROY

JAN VAN BREDERODE, Des Coninx Summe, Dutch translation of LAURENT D’ORLÉANS, La Somme le
Roy (The King’s Summa); Die passy vur ene[n] corte sey[?] and Die heilighe passy zeer cort en[de] goet (Two
Texts on the Passion of Christ); JOHANNES BRUGMAN, XV Goede punten ende leringhe (Fifteen Good and
Learned Points); Three Rhymed Exempla
In Dutch, decorated manuscript on paper
Northern Netherlands (near Utrecht), dated 1487
This is the only known copy in private hands of the Mirror for Princes, La somme le roy, in the Dutch translation by Jan
Van Brederode, the subject of a recent publication by historian, Frits van Oostrom. The text on leading a Christian
life, XV Goede punten ende leringhe, attributed to the Dutch preacher Johannes Brugman, and the three short,
rhymed exempla that follow, are known only in this manuscript. Written in 1487 by brother Jan Symoensz at the Carthusian monastery of Nieuwlicht in Utrecht, this dated and precisely localized manuscript is in a contemporary (likely
original) binding.

TM 933 • $65,000.00

47. OWNED BY A FRENCH ARISTOCRATIC WOMAN, FRENCH TRANSLATION OF
A LETTER WRITTEN BY JEROME TO A WIDOW NAMED FURIA

JEROME, Letter LIV To Furia (To Furia, On the Duty of Remaining a Widow), in the translation by CHARLES
BONIN
In French, illuminated manuscript on parchment
France, likely Bourges, c. 1500-1510
In its original purple velvet binding and adorned with a frontispiece painted by the Master of Spencer 6, this deluxe,
carefully fashioned manuscript presents a unique copy of a French translation by a hitherto unknown translator of Saint
Jerome’s letter to the widow Furia. Owned by a woman of the French aristocracy, Anne de Polignac, who was widowed
twice, this manuscript invites us to re-examine her remarkably varied library of some thirty-six manuscripts, most in
the vernacular, raising questions pertaining to female book ownership and literary and artistic patronage in the first
decades of the sixteenth century, and the nature of the reading experiences of French
Renaissance women.

TM 935 • $160,000.00

48. REMARKABLY SMALL "POCKET" BIBLE
Vulgate Bible
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Northern France (Paris?), c. 1230-1250

This is among the smallest examples known of the Paris “pocket” Bible. One tiny volume contains the entire biblical
text, copied in a minute script on tissue-thin parchment and adorned with small painted initials, including five that are
historiated. Its text belongs to the recension known as the Paris Bible, the direct ancestor of the sixteenth-century
Clementine Vulgate. Although not in pristine condition, this is nonetheless an excellent example of a type of Bible of
great importance both to the history of the Vulgate and to the history of the book in the Middle Ages.

TM 941 • $95,000.00

49. POPULAR CLASSICAL TEXT WITH EVIDENCE OF USE BY STUDENTS IN THE
RENAISSANCE

Juvenal, Satyrae (Satires); with introductory verses to satires II, IV-VIII by GUARINO DA VERONA
In Latin, decorated manuscript on parchment
Northern Italy, c. 1460-1480
One of the most popular classical texts of all time, Juvenal’s Satires seldom appears on the market (only our copy is recorded in the Schoenberg Database since 1998). Satirizing all aspects of everyday Roman life in elegant Latin, Juvenal’s
text was particularly popular during the Renaissance, when it was used extensively in the schools. Distinguishing our
manuscript, preserved in its original binding, are verse introductions by humanist schoolteacher Guarino da Verona
“the greatest master of the century,” along with much evidence of use by students.

TM 942 • $90,000.00

50. BILINGUAL MANUAL FOR A SIXTEENTH-CENTURY PHARMACIST
Book of Medicinal Simples [=Pharmaceutical Ingredients]
In French, manuscript on paper
Northern France, 1567

With around 1000 entries on plants, animals, minerals, and chemicals from the mundane (sorrel and nutmeg) to exotic
(hippopotamus and mummies), this manuscript is an excellent witness to pharmaceutical and therapeutic knowledge in
early modern France. It includes Latin-French and French-Latin glossaries. The history of pharmacy remains understudied, and the present volume, which is possibly unique and certainly unedited, offers exceptional research opportunities.

TM 943 • $80,000.00

51. ATTRACTIVE COPY OF A MEDIEVAL BEST-SELLER

HUGO DE FOLIETO (Hugh of Fouilloy), De claustro animae (On the Cloister of the Soul)
In Latin, decorated manuscript on parchment
Northern Italy (Venice?), c. 1230-1240
This stately volume, with large accomplished script and decorated red initials, is an unstudied addition to a group of
North Italian copies of an influential treatise on the monastic life by a twelfth-century author. Still in need of a critical
edition, Hugo’s text was a true “best-seller” in the Middle Ages, and the author’s use of monastic architecture to correlate with the cloistered life is innovative and makes for captivating reading. The manuscript was once part of the collection of the notorious nineteenth-century book thief, Guglielmo Libri.

TM 949 • $65,000.00

52. MEDIEVAL MUSIC IN HUFNAGEL (HORSESHOE NAIL) NOTATION
Ritual with Services for Funerals and the Anniversary of Death
In Latin, manuscript on parchment and paper
Western Germany or Eastern Low Countries, c. 1450-1475 with 18th-century additions

A perfect manuscript to introduce students to how medieval manuscripts were made and used, this small Ritual is written in a large Gothic script and includes ‘hufnagel’ musical notation on thirteen folios. In the Middle Ages it was likely
an unbound booklet, carried along by a priest when he needed to perform funerals and other services. Additions speak
to centuries of practical use.

TM 953 • $14,000.00

53. RENAISSANCE LOVE POETRY

FRANCESCO PETRARCH, Trionfi (Triumphs) and Il Canzoniere [poem 366 of The Song Book]; DOMENICO
DA MONTICCHIELLO, Le vaghe rime e ’l dolce dir d’ amore; SIMONE SERDINI, Sovente in me pensando
come Amore, O magnanime donne in cui beltade; other anonymous love poems
In Italian, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Northern Italy (Ferrara?), c. 1460-1475
This lovely Renaissance volume contains an unusual collection of Italian love poems, opening with Petrarch’s Triumphs
(incomplete) and including other contemporary Florentine poets. Of special note is a sequence of anonymous and
unedited poems, many of which appear in only one other manuscript copy. Beautiful white vine initials and a fine humanist script further characterize the manuscript (bearing some water-staining), which is signed by an otherwise unknown scribe.

TM 957 • $40,000.00

54. HISTORIES OF ROME FOR THE RENAISSANCE CLASSROOM

SALLUST, De Catilinae coniuratione (On the Conspiracy of Catiline); and De bello Iugurthino (On the Jugurthine War); anonymous short summaries of De Catilinae coniuratione and De bello Iugurthino
In Latin, decorated manuscript on parchment
Northern Italy, c. 1440-1460
These two historical works by Sallust (the earliest Roman historian whose works survive), were the most widely read
texts by any classical historian. Basic texts for the Renaissance classroom, the format, decoration, and added notes,
including two anonymous summaries of these texts, are evidence that this was manuscript used by students. This is an
appealing witness to the popularity of Sallust’s rhetorical, and moralizing interpretations of Roman history in Italian
humanist thought and education.

TM 969 • $52,000.00

55. SIGNED AND DATED BY THE SCRIBE

BARTHOLOMAEUS DE CHAIMIS, Confessionale (Confessional); with ANTONINUS FLORENTINUS, Confessionale (Confessional, selections) and De matrimonio (On Marriage); POPE MARTIN V, Ad evitanda
scandala (On Avoiding Scandal); LEONARDO GIUSTINIAN and JACOPONE DA TODI, vernacular devotional
poems; and other texts
In Latin and Italian, manuscript on parchment
Northern Italy (very likely Milan), February 14, 1468
Although tiny and compact like many miscellanies used by the mendicant friars, this manuscript was an expensive production. It is copied in a formal script by well-trained scribes and includes an illuminated frontispiece at the beginning of
the main text, the Confessionale of Bartholomaeus de Chaimis, an influential but rare text that still lacks a scholarly edition. Dated by the scribe, this is perhaps the oldest surviving copy and may have been produced under the direct supervision of the author.

TM 976 • $32,000.00

56. MUSIC MANUSCRIPT FROM THE AUSTRIAN CONVENT WHERE THE "SOUND
OF MUSIC" WAS SET

Processional-Responsorial of Nonnberg Abbey
In Latin, with some German, illuminated manuscript on paper with musical notation
Austria (Salzburg, Nonnberg Abbey), c. 1505-1515
An illuminated manuscript made for Nonnberg Abbey, the oldest convent in the German-speaking world and the setting for the “Sound of Music,” in excellent condition, with a portrait of its first owner and possibly its scribe and illuminator, Margaret Marckdorff, who was a nun at the abbey. Includes processions for liturgical occasions throughout the
year, almost entirely noted in German Hufnagel neumes. Named female scribes and artists are much less common than
their male counterparts and are thus of special interest. Bound in an exceptional white leather blind-tooled binding,
dated 1591, with intact clasps.

TM 990 • $70,000.00

57. EARLY EXAMPLE OF A PSALTER FOR PRIVATE, LAY DEVOTION
Psalter
In Latin, illuminated manuscript on parchment
Germany (diocese of Hildesheim), c. 1260-1300

Psalters were one of the most important books for private devotion throughout the Middle Ages.
Twelfth- and thirteenth-century Psalters are of special interest as the predecessors to Books of Hours. Almost certainly
copied for a lay patron, this was still in Germany in the fifteenth century when it belonged to a woman called
Mechthilde, a namesake of the famous and local thirteenth-century mystic, Mechthild of Magdeburg. Added texts
demonstrate continued use in the seventeenth century.

TM 996 • $35,000.00

58. PERHAPS USED BY THE PAINTER JACOPO DA PONTORMO TO LEARN HIS
LATIN GRAMMAR

Latin Grammar: ANONYMOUS, Grammar Treatise and Other Short Grammar Texts; DONATUS, De barbarismo;
GUARINO VERONESE, De orthographia, Carmina differentialia; Classical, Biblical, and Patristic Excerpts
In Latin, with notes in Italian, manuscript on parchment
Italy (Florence), dated October 1474
An unedited Latin grammar, ripe for modern scholarly study, made up of a collection of unedited, anonymous grammar
texts with a restricted circulation, together with Ancient and contemporary humanist grammars. Known in a small
handful of manuscripts, this is the only copy not in an institutional collection. Dated, in its original binding with contemporary notes, this manuscript was owned by the grandmother of Jacopo da Pontormo and was probably used by the
painter to learn his Latin grammar.

TM 998 • $42,000.00

